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 Zero-shot quantization (ZSQ): Quantization method using only
synthetic data instead of the real data
 Distill-based approach (DBA)
 Generator-based approach (GBA)

 Unlike most former approaches, we adopt PTQ rather than QAT as a quantization 
scheme, and it improves ZSQ performance significantly within much shorter time.

GENIE: The novel approach for Zero-shot Quantization
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 Distill fake data which meets batch normalization statistics (BNS) and of the 
pretrained model

GENIE-D overview
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 Learnable latent vector 

 Swing Convolution

New Features in GENIE-D
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 Inspired by Generative Latent Optimization (GLO) (Bojanowski et al., 2018)
 No need to fit to random noises  →  Stable convergence of generator (see Fig A5)
 Exploring in the latent space → Efficient distillation of the pretrained model’s 

knowledge

Learnable latent vector 
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 Replace all -strided convolution layers
with swing convolution layers of same
stride when only synthesizing the dataset
 Decreasing information loss
 Reducing checkerboard artifact

Swing Convolution
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 Swing convolution
－Randomly select feature maps to be 

convolved at each step
－Padding is required for the margin of randomness

－Every pixel can deliver information due to 
the stochasticity.

－Since random selection is done uniformly, all 
pixels are updated evenly after enough steps.

The Mechanism of Swing Convolution

 Normal -strided convolution
－Convolve only the information of a fixed 

feature map in any step

－There are unreachable pixels, which never 
provide information for data distillation.

－Pixels are updated unevenly, and this 
incurs checkerboard artifacts (Odena et al., 
2016)
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 Quantization is a task that maps parameters to proper grid points on the range 
set by a step size with the minimal performance loss.

 In AdaRound (Nagel et al., 2020), a PTQ scheme on which GENIE-M is based,
the authors optimize only softbit to find a mapping for higher accuracy, 
but use a fixed step size at initialized.
 They pointed out that the joint optimization of and is not trivial.

 Example. Conflict of updates

GENIE-M: Sub-module for PTQ

before after

Softbit
update

Step size
update

𝑣 ⋅ 𝑠

0−𝑠−2𝑠 𝑠

0−𝑠′−2𝑠′ 𝑠′
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 Enable joint optimization by releasing the dependency between and (line 3)

 Example. Resolution of the conflict

The Algorithm of GENIE-M

before after

𝑣 ⋅ 𝑠′

Softbit
update

Step size
Update

𝑣 ⋅ 𝑠

0−𝑠−2𝑠 𝑠

0−𝑠′−2𝑠′ 𝑠′



Experimental Results: Ablation study
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Experimental Results: CNN
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Experimental Results: GENIE-M performance on real data
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 We propose a novel zero-shot quantization approach, both image distillation 
method and PTQ scheme, for CNN, called GENIE.
 GENIE-D Successfully synthesizes the meaningful data by adopting GLO and swing 

convolution
 GENIE-M Jointly optimizes both quantization parameters as learnable parameters

 We have achieved a new state-of-the-art accuracy of zero-shot quantization on 
various CNN models.

Conclusion
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